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Abstract. Accurate prioritization of efforts in product and services development is critical to the success of every company. Online controlled experiments,
also known as A/B tests, enable software companies to establish causal relationships between changes in their systems and the movements in the metrics.
By experimenting, product development can be directed towards identifying
and delivering value. Previous research stresses the need for data-driven development and experimentation. However, the level of granularity in which existing models explain the experimentation process is neither sufficient, in terms of
details, nor scalable, in terms of how to increase number and run different types
of experiments, in an online setting. Based on a case study of multiple products
running online controlled experiments at Microsoft, we provide an experimentation framework composed of two detailed experimentation models focused on
two main aspects; the experimentation activities and the experimentation metrics. This work intends to provide guidelines to companies and practitioners on
how to set and organize experimentation activities for running trustworthy
online controlled experiments.
Keywords: data-driven development, A/B tests, online controlled experiments.
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Introduction

Prioritizing the development of software features and services that deliver value to
customers is critical for the success of every company. One way to accurately discover what customers value is to evaluate the assumptions of the comapny by means of
experiments. These experiments, commonly called A/B tests, provide a framework for
companies to establish causal relationships between modifications on their systems
and changes in metrics. Running experiments allows companies to continuously up-
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date their assumptions on their user behavior and preferences, along with many other
benefits [1].
Several publications and reports from companies such as Microsoft, Facebook,
Google, and LinkedIn, among many others [2]–[5], report the competitive advantage
that online controlled experiments, such as A/B testing, deliver [1]. Data-driven organizations make use of relevant collected data to drive decisions and directions for
the organization, and experiments are one of the key techniques used by these organizations. However, the support and evolution of experimentation practices is far from
simple, and several pitfalls can invalidate experiments and lead to incorrect conclusions [6].
Different models proposed in the literature [7]–[9] provide a general structure for
data-driven development and experiment processes. Although these models can be
used as a starting point for companies to move to an iterative experiment-driven development process, previous research [6], [10]–[15] also describes pitfalls, techniques
to provide scaling of the experimentation process and techniques to ensure trustworthiness in the experimentation process that are not captured in or represented by the
higher level of abstraction provided in these models. Because these models do not
capture this level of detail, instantiating these models directly from a higher level of
abstraction can lead to the limitations in the scalability and trustworthiness of the
experimentation’s activities already identified by previous research. Additionally, it
can lead to multiple experimentation initiatives inside an organization and lack of
rigor in the process, resulting in non-comparable tests and untrustworthy results.
To address this gap, this research provides a framework that captures specific experimentation details and necessary steps for running trustworthy online controlled
experiments. The framework divides the experimentation process into two main interconnected models: the set of activities that organizations should support to run trustworthy experiments, and the role of metrics and how they align experiments with
long-term business goals. The proposed framework is based on an inductive case
study in collaboration with the Analysis and Experimentation team at Microsoft.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we present the new findings from
the case study. These findings represent important characteristics of the experimentation process that were not captured in previous models and reinforces the need of a
new experimentation process model. Second, we present a framework composed of
two models for an experimentation process that covers the two main aspects: (1) the
experimentation activities and (2) the experimentation metrics. The framework provides a detailed process which aims to help companies scale their experimentation
organization with a trustworthy experimentation process.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a background in
controlled experiments and related work. Section 3 describes the research process of
this case study. Section 4 presents new findings from the case study that reinforce the
need for a new experimentation process model. Section 5 presents the two main aspects of the developed experimentation process framework. Section 6 concludes this
paper.
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Background and Related Work

Although there are many different techniques for learning about customer preferences
and using them to evaluate ideas (e.g. interviews, focus groups, observational studies,
prototypes and mock-ups) [16], online controlled experimentation is gaining significant momentum in software companies [17]. Controlled experiments are a group of
techniques where users are randomly assigned to two or more variants of a product:
the control (e.g. the current system) and the treatments (the system with change X).
The change could be the addition of a new feature or the modification of existing
functionality. The system is instrumented and key metrics of the user’s behavior are
computed. After a pre-determined period of time, the metrics are analyzed. If the only
consistent difference between the experiment variants is the change X and external
factors are spread out evenly between the two variants, the differences in the metrics
are due to the change X. Based on this statistical analysis, companies can make datadriven decisions. Kohavi et al. [15] provide a detailed guide on running controlled
experiments on the web.
Gupta et al. [18] describe the software architecture of the Microsoft ExP Platform,
the design decisions made while designing the platform, and its main components.
This platform and its components capture essential steps and activities that enable
trustworthy experiments on a large scale. Kevic et al. [19] analyzed the results of over
20,000 experiments at Bing, providing an empirical characterization of the experimentation process in a product-running experiment at scale. This characterization
shows that the average experimentation process takes forty-two days and includes
multiple iterations to minimize the likelihood of hurting users or the business due to
issues with the change that is being tested.
However, not all companies and products have the capacity to run experiments at
the same scale as Microsoft Bing. Experimentation in software companies typically
evolves from a few independent experiments towards a mature stage where several
teams run many trustworthy experiments at the same time. Fabijan et al. [20] provide
guidance on how to evolve into a data-driven company, exploring the technical, organizational and business evolution. The evolution of experiments in products is divided into four levels of maturity (crawl, walk, run, fly) across three dimensions (the
technical, organizational and business). Additionally, the study presents steps and
experimentation activities which are commonly used during the evolution of experimentation. One of the key challenges in controlled experiments is how to decide
which metrics should be used in the Overall Evaluation Criteria (OEC). The OEC is
the experiment objective, which should ideally capture the long-term interests of the
company. Determining a good OEC is hard as it captures abstract concepts that are
difficult to validate and compare with other metrics [21]. If the OEC metric captures
long-term goals or represent value, true movements of the metric represent the aggregated value that a variant is bringing to the system.
Deng and Shi [22] provide an extensive discussion on metrics for online experiments, classifying the types of metrics, the qualities and characteristics of good metrics, and how to evaluate and select metrics. Dmitriev and Wu [21] discuss a metric
evaluation framework at Bing using an offline historical experiment dataset called
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experiment corpus. The experiment corpus helps to evaluate new metric sensitivity
and alignment with user value. This framework helps to select suitable OEC metrics
for experiments.
Previous research has provided different models and frameworks that capture and
provide guidance on how to develop experiment-driven software. The QCD model
(Quantitative/qualitative Customer-driven Development) [9] is an inductive model
based on a generalization of approaches used by companies to guide their collection
of customer feedback throughout the development process. Experimentation explores
the notion of continuous validation of customer value, in contrast to the traditional upfront specification of requirements. The QCD explores this notion by treating requirements as hypotheses that need customer validation at the beginning of the development process. New hypotheses are based on business strategies, customer feedback,
innovation strategies and previous hypothesis cycles. Qualitative feedback (surveys,
interviews, focus groups and mock-ups), together with quantitative data (feature usage, customer behavior and support data), allows the evaluation of hypotheses. Hypotheses that are not confirmed through any of the selected customer feedback techniques are abandoned while validated hypotheses can be refined into a more detailed
hypothesis or can be implemented and deployed. This model provides a general
framework for evaluating hypotheses with customer feedback. This model can incorporate online experiments at a higher level of abstraction. However, it does not provide detailed clear steps and activities for instantiating an online experiment in software systems.
Olsson and Bosch [8] present the HYPEX (Hypothesis Experiment Data-Driven
Development) model as an alternative development process for companies to compress the customer feedback loop. This model advocates for an iterative and incremental development approach, rather than spending engineering effort on larger quantities of functionalities without customer validation. The HYPEX model is composed
of six steps: (1) the generation of a feature backlog from customer needs or business
goals. (2) Feature selection and specification (what is the intended behavior, what is
the gap it addresses, and multiple implementation alternatives). (3) The implementation and instrumentation of a minimum viable feature (MVF). (4) Analyzing whether
the measured behavior of the MVF addresses the gap or not. (5) Generation of hypotheses that explain the feature behavior and why the gap was/wasn’t addressed. If
the gap was addressed new features are selected as in the second step. (6) If the gap
was not addressed, alternative implementations can be made (step 3) or a decision to
abandon the feature can be made. The HYPEX model is a general model for datadriven development and running product experiments, but it does not provide specific
steps for running online controlled experiments.
Fagerholm et al. [7] present the RIGHT (Rapid Iterative value creation Gained
through High-frequency Testing) model for continuous experimentation. The goal of
this model is to provide a systematic framework for developing experiment-based
software. This is achieved by establishing a series of building blocks that act as preconditions for running experiments. These blocks are divided into two main parts: the
RIGHT process model and the RIGHT infrastructure architecture model. The RIGHT
process model follows the Lean Startup methodology cycle [23]: build, measure,
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learn. The goal of this cycle is to achieve the vision of the company (which is connected to the business model). This is operationalized through hypotheses generated
due to uncertainties in how to execute the vision through the business model and
strategy. The set of generated hypotheses is prioritized with the learning of previous
iterations. The selected hypothesis is implemented through an instrumented minimum
viable feature or product (MVF). The collected data from the MVF is analyzed and
used to update the assumptions of the business strategy and abandon the tested hypothesis or the data is used to further iterate with the hypothesis by changing or optimizing it. The RIGHT infrastructure architecture model sketches the infrastructure
needed to run experiments and specifies the roles and tasks, the technical infrastructure, and the information artefacts consumed and generated during the experimentation process. The RIGHT model was created in a startup environment by two companies starting to run their first online experiments, and it takes the approach of abstracting the underlying details of a continuous experimentation system, in order to be generalizable to a range of different experiments that can be conducted in a startup environment.
The discussed models can be used as a starting point for companies to systematically move to an iterative experiment-driven development process, providing a higher
level of abstraction of the experimentation process and describing general activities.
However, previous research [6], [10]–[15] describes pitfalls, techniques to provide
scaling of the experimentation process and techniques to ensure trustworthiness in the
experimentation process that are not captured and represented by the higher level of
abstraction provided in the discussed models. Instantiating these models directly from
a higher level of abstraction can lead to the limitations in the scalability and trustworthiness of the experimentation’s activities already identified by previous research.

3

Research Method

To help companies develop and support their experimentation process and infrastructure models we conducted an inductive case study [24] in collaboration with the
Analysis and Experimentation team at Microsoft.
Data collection: The collected empirical data consists of interview notes, whiteboard drawings, quotes and shared supporting data from nine semi-structured interviews with an average and median length of thirty-two minutes each. At the time of
the data collection, the second author was working with the Analysis and Experimentation team and was the main contact person for the other researchers during the data
collection and analysis phases. All the interviews were conducted in the premises of
the company by the first author, who was accompanied by the second author when
possible. The interviewees were selected by the second author and represent a diverse
selection of software engineers and data scientists working both within the experimentation platform and as users of the platform in different product groups.
The interviews were based on a questionnaire containing eight open-ended questions, starting with a short introduction and explanation of the research. The participants were asked to describe their experimentation process and how it is conducted in
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each product they work with. Next, the participants were asked to compare their own
experimentation process and infrastructure with the existing models in the literature
and point out similarities and differences. Next, they were asked about what experimentation activities they performed, the time spent on these activities, their relative
impact on the experiment reliability, and the other main activities performed by other
people in an experiment lifecycle (from hypothesis generation to decision). We organized the interviews by products and by an approximation of the number of experiments the interviewees ran each year. This allowed us to differentiate experiences
from products that run experiments on a large scale from products that start and run
experiments on a small scale.
Data Analysis: Thematic coding was used to analyze the grouped data [25]. Recurring codes, drawings of the experimentation process and references to different
parts of the platform architecture and activities helped to formalize the new findings
and derive the proposed experimentation framework. For example: descriptions of
different tests and analysis to ensure the experiment was properly configured were
grouped in the “Pre-quality checks” while the different techniques used to evolve a
metric were divided between “Online evaluation” and “Offline validation”. We
grouped the different experimentation activities in the development, execution and
analysis categories. Based on the thematic coding and the reported activities, we
compared them with the existing experimentation models to identify the differences
from existing models and propose the activity and metric model. Our analysis is based
only on data reported by more than one interviewee, and when available in the development of the models we triangulate the data with other research reports by the Analysis and Experimentation team at Microsoft, available at the weblink: https://expplatform.com/.
Validity considerations: To improve the construct validity of the study, and prior
to the data collection stage, the semi-structured interview guide was applied to a
group of two developers from a Brazilian company with experience in A/B testing,
known to the first author, and two Ph.D. students in software engineering. This helped
to identify potential problems, such as ambiguity in the questions and the explanations. Regarding the external validity process, although our work was conducted with
only one case company, our empirical data was collected from experiences of several
different products which are running trustworthy experiments at scale as well as only
a few experiments per year. This helped to identify and compare trustworthy experimentation processes at different stages of maturity. Therefore, we believe that our
results can be generalized for companies that want to scale their experimentation organization with a trustworthy experimentation process.

4

Findings

In this section, we describe new findings obtained from the empirical data that are not
presented in previous research. Together with the description of the experimentation
process collected during the interviews, these findings reinforced our motivation to
develop the experimentation process framework presented in the next section.
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1 - Customer feedback is an important source of experimentation ideas
The first finding from the empirical data is that experimentation ideas, which are later
synthesized into experimentation hypotheses, are often inspired by customer feedback, instead of high-level business goals. In this research, we differentiate experiment ideas from experiment hypotheses. Experiment ideas are the first source of potential changes that can be made to systems, and they represent the potential value of
a modification. However, often experiment ideas do not represent real value and
therefore need to be tested in experiments [26]. Experiment hypotheses synthesize
ideas into concrete experimentation scenarios, addressing what the change is, and how
it can be implemented and evaluated. Ideas are synthesized into an experiment hypothesis by experiment owners. An experiment hypothesis, after deployment, can
measure the real value of the synthesized idea. Developers and product owners often
collect experiment ideas using different qualitative feedback collection techniques.
Experiment ideas are refined, developed, prioritized and synthesized based on the
experiment owners (developers, product owners and data scientists) being convinced
of the positive impact for the user and for the key metrics. Another source of customer feedback ideas are differentiator features and user feedback in competitors’ open
channels. Although experiment ideas can come from business strategies, often they
influence the prioritization process of experiments by influencing the metrics.
“It is very rare that an experiment comes from the business. Most experiments
come from a group of engaged developers willing to code new ideas and run the experiments […] The ideas for the new features and their experiments are almost always inspired by customers and competition” – Principal Data Scientist
Existing models such as the HYPEX and the RIGHT model propose that the business
goals impose outcomes for experiments, but do not explicitly represent how hypotheses are identified and prioritized. The QCD model proposes business strategies, innovation initiatives, customer feedback and previous experiments as the source of new
ideas. However, it does not consider differences between experiment ideas and experiment hypotheses and how they can be further developed in a concrete experiment
hypothesis. This insight reinforces the direct and indirect customer feedback as the
drivers of new experiment ideas. However, experiment ideas still need to be prioritized and synthetized into experiment hypothesis by experiment owners and engineers.
2 - Metrics guide experiments towards long-term goals and help prioritize hypotheses
The second finding refers to the role of metrics in learning and in hypothesis prioritization. Experiments are launched with the goal of validating a change in the system or
learning more about user behavior. Both the validation of a change and the outcomes
of an experiment are closely related to the validity of the metric, whether it measures
its concept correctly, and whether it reflects the business strategy of the company. If a
metric is misaligned with the business strategy of the company, changes and
knowledge gained from experiments will also be misaligned with the strategy. However, correctly chosen metrics incentivize teams to take actions which are aligned
with the long-term goals of the company [21]. Good metrics will help them prioritize
experiments that can have a positive impact on the long-term goals.
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“If our decisions to ship are based on these metrics, these metrics have a big impact on the development and evolution of the product. They guide the teams to develop and focus their work to improve these metrics” – Principal Data Scientist
The existing experimentation models do not describe or emphasize how metrics impact hypothesis prioritization and long-term company goals. When metrics are considered only part of the instrumentation system, they do not reflect the bidirectional
influence on the business strategy of the company.
3 - Metrics evolve and capture the experiment assumptions
As discussed in the second finding, metrics can guide the long term-goals of the company and help prioritize the hypotheses. Additionally, metrics also capture uncertainty
and experiment assumptions. As metrics often represent abstract and subjective concepts [21] such as satisfaction and engagement, they contain assumptions about what
constitutes these concepts. These assumptions should be tested and validated during
the experimentation process and should be constantly iterated in order to maintain
alignment with the business strategy. This constant update and validation of the assumptions based on the results of an experiment leads to a metric evolution process.
Metrics can start as low level signals, and then evolve to capture more complex concepts that are more closely aligned with the business strategy. Additionally, the evolution of metrics also reflects the evolution of the business strategy and the product
focus over time. As the company changes its strategies, metrics should be updated to
align with these changes.
Existing models describe the presence of uncertainty and assumptions in the business
strategy and in the role of the business analyst, as they are responsible for hypothesis
prioritization. However, these models do not describe or discuss how the metrics evolution and the business strategy influence each other and impact the product.

5

The experimentation process framework

In the previous section, we discussed the findings and compared them to previous
research. Previous research did not capture all the identified characteristics from the
findings nor present specific experimentation details, or the necessary steps to take
when running trustworthy online controlled experiments. This led to the motivation
and the need to develop a new framework that incorporates these findings. The
framework is based on the collected empirical data, including descriptions and drawings of the process, comparison with other processes and the characteristics identified
in the new findings and in the different components represented in the Microsoft ExP
Platform described in [18]. During the data collection, the researchers asked the interviewees to describe their experimentation process and compare it with existing models. This discussion, together with findings from previous research, led to the development of this framework, which consists of the two main aspects of the experimentaUpdate
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tion process: (1) the experimentation activities, and (2) the experimentation metrics.
These aspects are related to the business long-term strategies as represented in Fig. 1.
This diagram represents how the two main aspects of experimentation used in this
work relate to each other and to the business, and how they connect to the findings
discussed in the previous section. Next, we detail these two aspects in two separate
models, the experimentation activity model, and the metric model. These models were
developed based on the collected empirical data and previous research.
5.1

The experimentation activity model

The experimentation activity model describes the different activities which comprise
a single experiment iteration, from the experiment ideas, to the experiment analysis
necessary for the running of trustworthy online experiments. The arrows correspond
to sequential connected activities. For example, when the experiment is launched prequality checks are run followed by ramp-up procedures before the experiment data is
collected from a larger user base. Furthermore, our model divides the experimentation
process into three sequential phases: the experiment development phase, the experiment execution phase, and the experiment analysis phase. We illustrate the experimentation activity model in Fig. 2 and describe the three phases in greater detail.
Experiment development phase
This phase refers to the specification and development activities of the experiment
necessary to implement the variation change. This phase takes place before users are
exposed to any variations. Finding A discusses how experiment hypotheses are generated and synthesized in the experimentation process. Experiment ideas are usually
derived from four sources: (1) customer feedback (Finding A), (2) further iteration
from previous experiments iterations [19], (3) need to understand and model the user
behavior, and (4) less often through higher-level business goals (dashed line). The
hypotheses are prioritized based on the experiment owners’ prior analysis of how the
hypotheses can impact the OEC. This analysis can be based on historical data from
the feature, insights from other market segments (e.g. a feature that shows success in
the US market might be prioritized for launch in another market or globally), or on
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experience gained from similar previous experiments or other products.
Following prioritization of the hypothesis a detailed hypothesis is elaborated. This
includes specification of the experiment type (A/B, A/B/n, MVT etc.), how many
variants are going to be present, cohorts or market segmentation, experiment duration
and metrics to be used. Additionally, it covers the feature/change specification, including the area of functionality, actual and expected behavior, and implementation
alternatives and considerations.
In addition, the detailed hypothesis specifies the target metrics that are expected to
have impact and movements. The specification of the experiment metrics is closely
related to the metrics used to prioritize the experiment itself. This includes lower-level
signals that measure user-specific behaviors, guardrail metrics that indicate whether
an experiment is within the allowed experiment conditions, and the leading metrics
[1] that guide the experiment analysis. The metric selection is related to logging capabilities. The logging code represents the instrumentation of the system that interacts
with the experimentation system. The logging code collects lower-level user behavior
signals that can be used to compose complex metrics in the experimentation system. It
is worth noting that the logging code should comply with the same standards (e.g.
deployment, testing, code review, and integration pipeline) as any other product code.
Depending on the type of detailed specification of the hypothesis, the change in the
system at the product level can happen in two ways, or a combination of the two. The
first is through coding of the modification. This method is common when the experiment specification requires coding of a new feature or extensive modification of existing ones. The experiment set-up is a comparison of the current system with the
change (treatment) and the system without the change (control). The second way in
which the change can be done is by parametrizing an existing functionality and running experiments to modify these parameters. In this case the functionality already
exists but appears to have suboptimal performance. The parameters of this functionality are configured during the experiment execution and are assigned to users. Although this might require a larger overhead in supporting and setting up a configuration manager, it reduces the effort and time spent on each experiment.
Experiment execution phase
After the experiment is properly designed, the metrics selected, the change coded
and instrumented, the experiment moves to the experiment execution phase. Here,
users are randomized and are assigned to the experiment variations of the feature
under change. The user behavior is logged, and the initial metrics are computed per
variation using the metric engine and initial statistical analysis are computed using the
statistical analysis tool. The metric engine is responsible for collecting and transforming raw data into experiment metrics. These metrics are consumed by the statistical
analysis tool in order to run quality checks, check for guardrail-metrics and generate
scorecards. The metrics, as discussed in the metric model, align the experiment goals
with the business strategy and serve as input in the prioritization of experiment hypotheses.
The assignment of the users to the different variations can happened in two general
ways (other methods used for websites are described in [15]). The first is to use a
feature toggling system. In this case, the change in the system is parametrized using a
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variable, and the users are assigned to feature variations that the parameter activates
(treatment group) or deactivates (control group). The second method is through traffic
routing, where multiple instances of the system are run in parallel and the assignment
system redirects the user to one of the multiple instances. The randomization refers to
how users are assigned to a specific variation of the experiment during the execution
phase. The randomization usually targets a specific group of users at the beginning
and then generalizes to a larger audience. This target is specified in the detailed hypothesis. Although randomization might look intuitive, there are several techniques
available to ensure that the randomization is not biased towards any variation [15],
[27]. Then the instrumentation system captures the user behavior and logs the experiment data for use in statistical analysis.
The first step in the execution phase is to have confidence that the experiment will
yield trustworthy results.
“A lot of effort goes into making sure the experiment passes the (pre-) quality
checks. This is an essential step that gives us confidence in the experiment, so that we
will not go to the next steps only to discover we did something wrong at the beginning” – Principal Data Scientist
Before running experiments and exposing users to different variations, pre-quality
tests are run to check for common pitfalls. Examples of pre-quality tests are: A/A or
null tests, sample ratio mismatching, randomization checks, and offline testing. The
A/A test assigns the users to the same variant A (the system without the change) with
the aim of testing the experimentation system and assessing variability in the collected data [15]. The sample ratio mismatch (SRM) [10] is considered a critical diagnosis
tool for online experiments. The SRM checks the percentage allocation of the users.
This allows the experiment owners to detect bias (that would invalidate the experiment results) towards any variation as well as check performance considerations.
Randomization checks are tests which identify whether the randomization procedure
is biased or has any patterns and checks the consistency of the randomization between
sessions (to ensure that recurring users see the same variations). Offline testing uses
historical data to assess the impact of the changes in the system and estimate confidence intervals [28].
After the pre-quality checks the activities that take place in the experiment execution phase are: the ramp-up, guardrail boundaries and experiment data collection.
Ramp-up is a procedure where the treatment variations are initially launched to a
small percentage of users. This is useful because critical errors can be detected early
while exposing only a small number of users to the treatment variations. Large effect
sizes in key metrics are mostly related to experiment errors [29], therefore fewer users’ needs will be exposed to the change while identifying such errors. As the experiment runs without severe degradations, the percentage of users exposed to the treatment can be continuously increased until each variation has equal allocation, so that
the experiment power is maximized [15]. A ramp-up procedure should be implemented together with an automated alerting capability with different significant levels and
configurable actions. By checking guardrail metrics and experiment boundaries, such
as key metrics that the experiment should not alter or deteriorate, the alerting system
will alert experiment owners if something unusual is happening. In extreme cases, it
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will shut down an experiment with a significant negative impact if no action was taken. This allows organizations to invest in innovative and bold changes while reducing
the risk of exposing users to bad ideas and errors [15].
After the main experiment execution, post-quality tests can be run to ensure that
the experiment is valid and the data is reliable. Common post-quality checks are (1)
checking for experiment invariant metrics, (2) learning effects, (3) A/A tests, (4) interaction effects with other overlapping experiments, and (5) novelty effects [20].
Experiment invariant metrics are metrics that are not expected to change within the
scope of the experiment. If there is a statistically significant movement in those metrics during the experiment execution, either the assumptions about the impact of the
experiment are wrong or the implementation of the experiment is wrong. In both cases, it is worth exploring the reasons for these unexpected results. Other quality checks
that are beyond the scope of this paper can be seen in [2], [10], [20]. The statistical
analysis tool supports the whole experiment execution, computing guardrail tests and
quality checks. Following the post-quality checks, the statistical analysis tool generates reports and scorecards for the key metrics of the experiment. Qualitative data
collected from feedback boxes and other consumer feedback channels (if available)
can be used together with the quantitative analysis to help explain the result.
Experiment analysis phase
The analysis phase follows both the data collection and the conclusion of the experiment execution. The analysis phase consists of developing an understanding of
the statistical output of the experimentation system in the context of assumptions
about user behavior.
Understanding of the results is an activity that analyzes the results from the statistical analysis in order to generate evidence about customer preferences and behavior
and thus facilitate the decision-making process. It is important to reinforce that as the
complexity of the experiment increases and there is not a standard OEC, key metrics
can move in opposite directions, behave differently in different markets and in different user segments. In such scenarios, it is important to understand why different markets or user segments behaved differently. Not only does this generate meaningful
knowledge which can be used to update assumptions about user behavior, but it also
facilitates the process of decision-making and helps the evolution of the metrics and
their alignment with the business strategy. Based on the results of this activity, the
company can make decisions (such as ship or not ship the change) and update their
assumptions and the metrics.
5.2

The experiment metric model

A key component of the experimentation process described above is the metrics. Metrics guide hypothesis prioritization, the instrumentation required in the system, and
the understanding of the results, and reveal whether the experiment results can be
trusted. The experiment metric model that we discuss in this section characterizes two
aspects of metrics: metric lifecycle and metric type. These two aspects are related to
the findings B and C. These findings reinforce the central role that metrics play in the
experiment design and execution. The metric lifecycle is divided into four main phas-
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es: creation, evolution, maturity and phase-out. The metric type is based on the four
metric types identified in previous research [10]: OEC metrics, data-quality metrics,
guardrail metrics and local feature and diagnostic metrics. The metric model is represented in Fig. 3.
The arrow in the metric model refers to the different stages in a metric lifecycle. In
the creation phase, a first prototype of a metric is created. In this step, the metric consists of either aggregated lower-level signals (such as usage time, clicks, etc.), or
modifications of existing metrics (such as linear combination or proportions).
The evolution phase consists of refining the metric and aligning it with the metric
goal. During this process additional metrics can be combined with the original one to
better capture more complex concepts. The refinement process can also impact the
sensitivity of the metric. Offline validation and online evaluation are two techniques
used to assess and support the evolution of a metric. The offline validation process
analyses the metric directionality and sensitivity. Directionality refers to the direction
of positive impact. The sensitivity of a metric refers to how well a metric is capable of
moving due to the treatment. Techniques for offline validation of metrics can be
found in [21], [22]. Online evaluation refers to analyzing the metric during an experimental run. This includes computing the metric with live users. The evaluation can
be done through the comparison of the new metric with other existing metrics and
through degradation experiments. Degradation experiments refer to the degrading of
the user experience to find the directionality and sensitivity of metrics in the absence
of an experiment corpus or analogous metrics for comparison. Strange movements of
metrics during the experiment execution and quality tests can indicate instrumentation
problems.
The maturity phase represents a period where the metric has been evaluated or validated and does not go through extensive modifications. For some metrics, the maturity phase represents a phase where they are updated in pre-established periods with
learnings from multiple experiments or updated to accommodate changes in the business strategy of the company or the product, or only when issues arise in a maintenance process.
The last phase is the phase-out. In this phase, older metrics can be replaced with
newer metrics, and metrics specific to an experiment or feature are deactivated after
the experiment or feature lifecycle is over. It is worth noting that each metric might
reach the different stages during different time frames. Metrics designed to be used
only in one experiment can go through the creation to the phase-out process in only
one experiment cycle. Metrics specific to features go through many experiment cycles, until the feature is only maintained or it is abandoned. OEC metrics that cross
several features and even products can last many experimental cycles and years.
The second aspect of the metric model that we describe refers to the type of metric.
Overall Evaluation Criteria (OEC) metrics guide the experiment outcomes and are a
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measure of the experiment’s success. They represent and capture assumptions about
business strategies and long-term company goals. OEC metrics are used across experiments and their evolution depends on the inputs from multiple experiments and the
alignment with business goals. The evolution of OEC metrics affects multiple experiments and therefore is only updated periodically. The update of such metrics goes
through offline validation and online evaluation.
Data-quality metrics are used in quality checks and inconsistency checks, such as
implementation bugs, synchronization errors, and telemetry loss. Some of these metrics are feature specific, such as checking for data quality in experiments specific for a
feature, while others are used in multiple experiments during pre-quality checks, such
as the Sample Ratio Mismatch and checks for randomization imbalance during A/A
tests. These metrics are evaluated online and their evolution and update occur when
feature-specific modifications require updates or when issues arise.
Guardrail metrics are metrics that are not used as an indicator of success but instead serve as boundaries for the experiment. Negative movements of guardrail metrics might be an indicator that experiment conditions were violated, generating alerts.
These metrics, although they do not represent business directions as the OECs do, can
represent business constraints on the OEC movement. These metrics evolve periodically in order to align with changing business restrictions. When updated, guardrail
metrics go through offline validation and online evaluation.
Local feature and diagnosis metrics are metrics used in individual functionalities of
products. They do not impact other experiments and serve as diagnostic indicators
used to understand the movement of OECs and guardrail metrics. Diagnosis metrics
represent lower-level signals and serve as debug metrics for understanding unexpected movements of OEC and guardrail metrics. Local feature and diagnosis metrics
are usually constrained to the experiment or feature lifecycle. Due to their short
lifecycle these metrics are only evaluated online. To support the creation, evolution,
maturity and phase-out phases of the different types of metrics, the experimentation
team should support a metric management platform. This type of system prioritizes
important metrics, constrains metrics to specific features and keeps track of inactive
phased-out metrics for comparison and offline validation between older and newer
experiments.
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Conclusions

Online controlled experiments have become the standard practice for evaluating ideas
and prioritizing features in most large web-facing software-intensive companies [1],
[3]–[5]. Although companies can rely on models to start their experimentation organization and data-driven practices they might struggle to establish a trustworthy experimentation process as they scale their experimentation organization. Previous research
provides models and processes for starting an experimentation organization based on
higher-level descriptions of the experimentation process. However, these models do
not capture all details and techniques that allow companies to scale and to ensure
trustworthiness in the experimentation process [6], [10]–[15]. Based on a case study
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research with multiple product teams responsible for running online controlled experiments at Microsoft, we provide an experimentation framework composed of two
detailed experimentation models focused on two main aspects; the experimentation
activities and the experimentation metrics. This model discusses granular aspects of
the experimentation process that can help companies and practitioners to scale their
experimentation activities into a trustworthy experimentation process.
In future research, we plan to validate this experimentation process in other companies, to compare how the different activities map onto their experimentation process and analyze other aspects of the experimentation process, such as how the organization roles change during the evolution of the experiment.
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